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Current trading – Henderson


Underlying profit before tax¹ for FY10 £97m ─ £102m (FY09: £73.7m)




Estimated AUM £61.6bn at 31 Dec 2010 (30 Sep 2010: £59.2bn)








¹

£36.6bn higher margin (30 Sep 2010: £34.5bn)
£17.8bn lower margin (30 Sep 2010: £17.7bn)
£7.2bn Pearl (30 Sep 2010: £7.0bn)

4Q10 flows include




Includes gross performance and transaction fees of approximately £80 million (FY09:
£56.5 million)

£0.9bn net inflows into higher margin including £0.1bn into UK Wholesale and £0.2bn into
Horizon funds
£0.9bn net outflows from lower margin including £0.8bn from cash funds and £0.3bn from
NSIM

Board expects to recommend a final dividend no less than 2009 final dividend (4.25
pence per share)
Recurring profit before amortisation of intangibles and void property finance charge.
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Strategic overview of Acquisition of
Gartmore Group Limited
Andrew Formica
Chief Executive
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Overview of Gartmore




An established traditional long only
and alternative¹ UK fund manager

Gartmore AUM £16.5bn²
Asset class

Fixed Income 4%
Private Equity1 7%

EM Equities 22%

Global
Equities 14%

Distribution focused in UK, C.Europe,
North America, Japan and South
America

European
Equities 20%

Other 15%

UK Equities 18%



£16.5bn AUM²; 17% in alternative
strategies



RRR³ of £163m



Diversified offering



308 employees including 77
investment professionals



24% of AUM² capable of earning
performance fees

Client type

Retail 67%

Alternative1 17%

Other 7%

Geography

¹
²
³

Segregated 16%

US 8%

Asia/Australasia 11%
UK 55%
EMEA ex UK 19%

Alternatives includes private equity capability held through JV with Hermes.
Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
Estimated run-rate net management fee revenue of £120m based on estimated 31 Dec 2010 AUM and £43m of estimated run-rate gross performance
and transaction fees. (‘RRR’).
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Highlights of proposed Acquisition


2 Henderson shares for 3 Gartmore shares¹, values each Gartmore share at 92.1p



Combined estimated AUM of £78.1bn²



Key portfolio managers, overseeing c.84% of AUM³, agreed to join



Significantly enhances the Combined Group’s UK retail position



Combined Group has $6bn in absolute return focused product



Acquire Gartmore’s current RRR of £163m at an operating margin exceeding 60%



¹
²
³

After prudent AUM assumptions operating margin of acquired business expected to be not
less than 50%

Significant value creation for Henderson and Gartmore shareholders
Under the terms of the Acquisition, for every Gartmore share, Gartmore shareholders will receive 0.6667 of a New Henderson Share which will be
entitled to the Henderson Group 2010 final dividend on Completion.
Includes estimated Gartmore AUM of £16.5bn at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
Including sub-advised AUM.

Enhances product strength in long only and absolute return
5
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A leading diversified investment manager
Attractive
business fit

Scale and
presence

Value creation

¹
²
³



Consistent with Henderson’s higher margin growth strategy



Expands and strengthens product range, investment capabilities and distribution
reach



Enhanced absolute return offering for institutional and retail clients



Complementary investment processes and approach



Diversified business with product strength in long only and absolute return



Combined estimated AUM of £78.1bn¹ as at 31 Dec 2010



Combined Group will rank 6th amongst UK retail asset managers by AUM²



Significant underlying earnings per share enhancement (before integration and deal
costs)



Underlying returns expected to exceed Henderson’s cost of capital from 2011³



Certainty for Gartmore and its clients



Draw on experience of successful integration of New Star

Includes estimated Gartmore AUM at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
By retail AUM; based on IMA data as at Nov 2010.
Calculated on the basis of underlying earnings.

Compelling strategic and financial benefits
6

Combined pro forma Group AUM¹
Client type

Asset class
Property 15%

Equities 58%

Geography

Alternative 21%

Asia/Australasia 7%
Other 1%

Private Equity 3%
Other 3%

Fixed Income 21%

Retail 44%

Pearl 9%

UK 65%
US 12%

Segregated 3%
EMEA ex UK 15%
Institutional 23%

¹ Based on estimated AUM as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows in respect of Gartmore.

Diversified business
7
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Financial overview of proposed
Acquisition
Shirley Garrood
Chief Financial Officer

Financially compelling transaction
Financial
benefits

Valuation

Consideration

¹
²



Shareholder value creation from 2011



Significant underlying earnings per share enhancement (before integration and deal
costs)



Underlying returns expected to exceed Henderson’s cost of capital



Gartmore equity valued at £335.3m



£16.5bn AUM¹ acquired



£163m RRR acquired



Reduction of operational overlap



Significant economies of scale



After prudent AUM assumptions operating margin expected to be not less than 50%



2 Henderson shares for every 3 Gartmore shares²



Values each Gartmore Share at 92.1 pence per share



Right to Henderson Group’s 2010 final dividend



Maximum of 242.6m new Henderson shares to be issued



Gartmore shareholders will own 22.5% of enlarged share capital

Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
Under the terms of the Acquisition, for every share Gartmore Shareholders will receive 0.6667 of a New Henderson Share which will be entitled to the
Henderson Group’s 2010 final dividend on Completion.

Consistent with previous guidance on acquisition criteria
9
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Enhances net management fee margin
bps
60
Henderson
55

Pro forma

50
45
40
35
30
2007
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2009

1H10

In line with higher margin strategy
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Financial strength maintained

Estimated at 31 Dec 2010
£m

Henderson

Gartmore

Adjusted
Pro forma

Gross debt

175.0

246.5

300.0

Cash

176.8¹

197.0

252.3

(1.8)

49.5

47.7

Net (cash)/debt



Adjusted pro forma gross debt for Combined Group expected to be approximately £300m post completion
based upon 31 Dec 2010 estimates



Bank facilities in place to meet Combined Group debt obligations and to ensure sufficient working capital

¹ Henderson cash includes £5.0m of restricted cash and £17.4m of cash held in manager dealing accounts.

All equity deal
11
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Integration process and costs


Henderson will draw on experience of successful integration of New Star



Client retention and business stability key priorities



Integration planning well advanced



Estimated pre-tax integration and deal costs of c.£70m in 2011



Integration benefits start in 2011 from:


Reduction of operational overlap



Single technology



Consolidation of group central functions



Marketing and distribution synergies
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Further detail on the Transaction
Support and
approvals
received

Approvals
required

Expected
Completion

¹
²



Unanimous recommendation from Gartmore Board to support acquisition



Irrevocable undertakings and other commitments representing approximately 60% of
Gartmore issued share capital



Key fund managers committed to enlarged group who collectively oversee 84% of AUM¹,²



FSA extended period of waiver for 5 years from completion



12 month orderly market arrangement post completion agreed with H&F



Henderson and Gartmore shareholder approvals



Standard regulatory approvals



Implementation via Scheme subject to Cayman Court approval



Legal Completion expected within three months from today’s announcement



Client facing integration expected to complete summer 2011

Based on estimated AUM as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
Including sub-advised AUM.

Key stakeholder support in place
13
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Strengthened investment capability
and product ranges
Andrew Formica
Chief Executive

New investment capabilities

Emerging market/LATAM
Chris Palmer

Global equities
Neil Rogan

15
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Additional absolute return capabilities
UK large cap
long/short

Japan
equities

Financials
long/short

Europe
long/short

UK small cap

Ben Wallace

John Stewart

Simon Peters

John Bennett

Robert Giles

Leopold Arminjon

Adam McConkey

Luke Newman

Tomas Pinto
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Complementary investment capabilities

Europe
large cap
John Bennett

UK cautious
managed
Chris Burvill

Multi-manager
absolute return
Tony Lanning

China OEIC
Charlie Awdry

Strengthens our retail line-up
17
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Enhances long only investment capabilities

Asset Class
UK Equity

Micro Cap

Small Cap

Mid Cap

Large Cap















Continental Europe
Pan Europe



Asia Pacific Equity



Japan Equity






Emerging Markets Equity



Global Equity



International Equity



China Equity



Henderson



Gartmore
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Expands hedge fund range
Asset Class

Gartmore

Asian Equity ex Japan
Japanese Equity Long/Short Large Cap




Japanese Equity Long/Short All Cap
European Equity Long/Short Large Cap




European Equity Long/Short All Cap
UK Equity Long/Short Large Cap

Henderson




UK Equity Long/Short All Cap



Global Arbitrage & Multi-Strategy



Asian Multi-Strategy



Credit



Currency



Commodities



Macro



Financials Long/Short



Fund of Funds



Consumer Equity



Global Equity
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Accelerates development of Absolute Return range

Asset Class

Gartmore

Japanese Equity OEIC and SICAV



European Equity OEIC and SICAV



UK Equity OEIC and SICAV



Multi-Manager OEIC



Henderson

¹

Credit OEIC



Fixed Income SICAV



Global Currency SICAV



¹ SICAV only
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Investment performance¹
Funds
at/above
benchmark
(%)

Gartmore

Henderson

1 year

3 year

5 year

1 year

3 year

5 year

Equities

47

71

81

67

72

76

Fixed
Income²

2

31

31

65

79

81

46

69

80

66

75

78

Total

¹ Asset weighted of funds measured as at 30 Sep 10.
² Estimated AUM c.£0.6bn as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
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Cements our position in UK retail market
Manager rankings by UK retail AUM
Invesco Perpetual
M & G
Fidelity
Threadneedle
Jupiter
Henderson + Gartmore
Legal & General
SW IP Fund Management
St James's Place
Schroders
BlackRock
Capita Financial Managers
First State Investments
Henderson Global Investors
BNY Mellon Fund Managers
JP Morgan Asset Management
Investec
Aberdeen
Artemis
Scottish W idows
Aviva Investors
HSBC Global Asset Management
Standard Life
Gartmore
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

£bn

Source: IMA, UK Retail AUM Nov 2010.
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Complementary platform for absolute return


In excess of $6bn AUM on which to build future growth



Increased capacity in key equity long/short strategies



Expansion of absolute return fund offering in SICAV and OEIC ranges



¹



7 new funds



£0.6bn additional AUM¹

Combines two complementary businesses with a significant institutional
client base

Based on estimated AUM as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
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Summary and conclusion

Acquisition benefits clients and shareholders


Gartmore has a complementary business and high quality fund managers



This acquisition


Meets our strategic objectives



Fits our financial criteria



Creates diversified business with product strength in long only and
absolute return



Provides certainty for Gartmore’s shareholders, clients and employees



Significant value creation for Henderson and Gartmore shareholders

A leading, diversified investment manager
25
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Q&A

Appendix
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Henderson / Gartmore pro forma AUM
Asset class
Gartmore2

Henderson1

Fixed Income 4%

International
Equities 38%

Fixed
Income 25%

Combined3

EM Equities 22%
UK Equities
18%

Private Equity 3%
Other 3%
Global Equities 3%

Property 15%

UK Equities
17%

European Equities 4%
EM Equities 5%

Private
Equity 7%
UK Equities
17%

European
Equities 20%
International
Equities 29%

Private Equity 1%
Other 15%
Property 19%

Fixed Income
21%

Global
Equities 14%

¹ Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010.
² Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
³ Estimate.
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Henderson / Gartmore pro forma AUM
Client type
Gartmore2

Henderson1

Alternative 22%

Combined3

Retail 37%

Alternative 21%
Retail 67%

Retail 44%

Alternative 17%

Pearl 9%

Pearl 12%

Segregated 3%
Segregated 16%
Institutional 29%

Institutional 23%

¹ Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010.
² Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
³ Estimate.
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Henderson / Gartmore pro forma AUM
Geography
Gartmore2

Henderson1

Asia/Australasia 6%
US 13%

Combined3

Asia/Australasia 11%
UK 67%

US 8%

EMEA
ex UK 14%

Other 1%

Asia/Australasia 7%

US 12%

Other 7%

UK 55%

UK 65%

EMEA
ex UK 15%

EMEA
ex UK 19%

¹ Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010.
² Estimated as at 31 Dec 2010 net of notified flows.
³ Estimate.
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Gartmore fund awards
Year

Entity

2010

AlphaGen Volantis Fund

Award
Best Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund

Hedge Funds Review European
Performance Awards

2009

AlphaGen RhoCas Fund

Best Global Equity Fund

EuroHedge Awards

2009

AlphaGen Volantis Fund

Best Small Cap Equity Fund

EuroHedge Awards

2009

AlphaGen Tucana Fund

Best European Equity Fund

EuroHedge Awards(over $500m)

2009

AlphaGen Octanis Fund

Best Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund

HFM Week Awards

2009

AlphaGen Octanis Fund

Best Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund

Hedge Funds Review European
Performance Awards

2009

AlphaGen Octanis Fund

Best UK Equity Award

EuroHedge Awards

2009

Ben Wallace; performance on AlphaGen
Octanis

UK Equity Award

EuroHedge Awards

2009

Chris Palmer

Best Latin American Fund Over 3
Years

Lipper Spain

2009

Gartmore

Investment Trust Group of The Year

Moneywise Investment Trust Awards

2009

Ben Wallace; AlphaGen Octanis

Best Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund

HMF Week European Awards

2009

AlphaGen Octanis

Best Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund

Hedge Funds Review - European
Performance Awards 2009
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Combined ratings across two groups
Citywire rated

OBSR fund

S&P fund

fund managers

ratings

ratings

UK







Europe











Equities

US
Japan





Asia/Emerging Markets















Global
Specialist Equities



Mixed



Multi-manager





Fixed Income











Absolute Return
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Disclaimer
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute, or form part of, any offer for or invitation to sell or purchase any securities, or any solicitation
of any offer for, securities or the solicitation of any approval in any jurisdiction, nor shall there be any sale, issuance or transfer of the securities referred to in this
investor presentation in any jurisdiction in contravention of applicable law.
This investor presentation does not constitute a prospectus or a prospectus equivalent document.
The distribution of the information in this presentation may be restricted by local law or regulation . This Investor Presentation may only be accessed in or from the
United Kingdom by persons falling within the definition of Investment Professionals contained in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or within Article 49 of the Order, or other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated in accordance with the
Order.
The Acquisition will be made solely pursuant to the Scheme Document which will contain the full terms and conditions of the Acquisition, including details of how to
vote in respect of the Acquisition. Any response in respect of the Acquisition should be based only on the information contained in the Scheme Document. Gartmore
Shareholders should read carefully the Scheme Document in its entirety before making a decision with respect to the Acquisition.
This presentation is not intended for distribution, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local
law or regulation.
Notice to US holders of Gartmore Shares
The Acquisition relates to the securities of a Cayman incorporated company, listed on an exchange in the UK and is subject to UK disclosure requirements, which are
different from those of the United States. The financial information included in this investor presentation has been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and thus may not be comparable to financial information of US companies or companies whose financial statements are prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States.
It may be difficult for US holders of Gartmore Shares to enforce their rights and any claim arising out of the US federal securities laws, since Henderson and Gartmore
are located in a non-US jurisdiction, and some or all of their officers and directors may be residents of a non-US jurisdiction. US holders of Gartmore Shares may not
be able to sue a non-US company or its officers or directors in a non-US court for violations of the US securities laws. Further, it may be difficult to compel a non-US
company and its affiliates to subject themselves to a US court’s judgment.
The Acquisition is proposed to be implemented by means of a scheme of arrangement provided for under the Cayman Companies Law. The scheme of arrangement
will relate to the shares of a Cayman company that is a ‘foreign private issuer’ as defined under Rule 3b.4 under the Exchange Act. A transaction effected by means
of a scheme of arrangement is not subject to the proxy and tender offer rules under the Exchange Act. Accordingly, the Acquisition is subject to the disclosure
requirements and practices applicable in the Cayman Islands to schemes of arrangement, which differ from the disclosure requirements of the US proxy and tender
offer rules.
The New Henderson Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or under the securities laws of any state, district or other jurisdiction of
the United States or of Canada or Japan and no regulatory clearances in respect of the registration of New Henderson Shares have been, or will be, applied for in
any such jurisdiction. It is expected that the New Henderson Shares will be issued in reliance upon the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities
Act provided by section 3(a)(10) thereof. The Acquisition has not been and will not be approved or disapproved by the SEC, nor has the SEC or any US state
securities commission passed upon the merits or fairness of the transaction nor upon the adequacy or accuracy of the information contained in this investor
presentation. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States. Under applicable US securities laws, Gartmore Shareholders who are or
will be ‘affiliates’ of Henderson prior to or after the Effective Date will be subject to certain transfer restrictions relating to the New Henderson Shares received in
connection with the Scheme.
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Forward-looking statements
This investor presentation contains a number of forward-looking statements relating to the Henderson Group and the Gartmore Group with respect
to, among other matters, the following: financial condition; results of operations; the respective businesses of the Henderson Group and the
Gartmore Group; the economic conditions in which the Henderson Group and the Gartmore Group operate; benefits of the Acquisition and
management plans and objectives. Henderson and Gartmore consider any statements that are not historical facts to be "forward-looking statements".
Without limitation, any statements preceded or followed by or that include the words “targets”, “plans”, “believes”, “expects”, “aims”, “intends”, “will”,
“may”, “anticipates”, “estimates”, “projects” or words or terms of similar substance or the negative thereof, identify forward looking statements.
These forward-looking statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
suggested by them. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from estimates or forecasts contained in the forward-looking
statements include, among others, the following possibilities: future revenues are lower than expected; costs or difficulties relating to the
combination of the businesses of the Henderson Group and the Gartmore Group, or of other future acquisitions, are greater than expected;
expected cost savings from the transaction or from other future acquisitions are not fully realised or not realised within the expected time frame;
competitive pressures in the industry increase; general economic conditions or conditions affecting the relevant industries, whether internationally or
in the places the Henderson Group and the Gartmore Group do business are less favourable than expected, and/or conditions in the securities
market are less favourable than expected.
Forward-looking statements only speak as of the date on which they are made, and the events discussed herein may not occur. Subject to
compliance with applicable law and regulation, neither Henderson nor Gartmore undertakes any obligation to update publicly or revise forwardlooking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
The estimated operational cost savings and financial synergies have been calculated on the basis of the existing cost and operating structures of the
companies and by reference to current prices and the current regulatory environment. These statements of estimated cost savings and one-off costs
relate to future actions and circumstances which, by their nature, involve risks, uncertainties and other factors. Because of this, the cost savings and
financial synergies referred to may not be achieved, or those achieved could be materially different from those estimated.
Any statements in this investor presentation regarding the benefits of the Acquisition or that the Acquisition will be earnings enhancing are not and
do not constitute a profit forecast for any period, nor should any statements be interpreted to mean that earnings or earnings per share will
necessarily be greater or lesser than the historical published earnings per share of Henderson or Gartmore as appropriate.
By attending this presentation and/or by accepting any copy of this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations and conditions and,
in particular, you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this
notice.
Words and expressions defined in the announcement made by Henderson and Gartmore dated 12 January 2011 shall have the same meanings and
constructions when used in this presentation except as expressly set out in this presentation.
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